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TRACTIVE FORCE OF LEATHER BELTS ON 
PULLEY FACES. * 

By SCOTT A. SMiTH, Providence, R. 1. 
IT is of the highest value to users of leather belts to 

know the exact conditions which give the greatest 
tractive force of belts on pulley faces; in immediate 
connection with this, it is essential to have knowledge 
of what constitutes the. best leather belting. 

It is the opinion of the writer that the best belts are 
made from all oak-tanned leather, and curried with 
the use of cod oil and tallow, all to be of superior qual
ity. Such belts have continued . ilf use thirty �o .forty 
vears when used as simple drIVIng belts, drIVIng a 
prop�r amount of power, and having had suitable 
care. 

In the best methods of currying, only a very small 
quantity of the stearine of tallow enters into the 
leather' the oleine of the tallow and cod oil, during a 
period �f four weeks eUlployed in a suitable currying 
process oxidize under the influence of heat, moisture, 
and m�ch hand and machine labor intelligently used, 
and become or partake of the nature of a gum or 
varnish, most intimately united with fibers which in
tbrlace in all directions. 

Such leather contains no free oil, which would, if of 
animal or vegetable ori�in, have a natural tendency to 
generate free acid injurIOUS to the fibers. Belt leather 
thus made has. a supple character, with a little elastic
ity and compressibility which eminently fits it for tract
ive used on a pulley face. 

"When a new belt is put to use with the flesh side to 
the pulley, there is on it a certain quant,ity of stearineo 
from the tallow ( rubbed down to give smoothness to 
that side); this grease acts, or aids, by increasing the 
surface of contact, to give an extra tractive quality to 
the leather. If the grain side is run to the pulley face, 
then...in the first use of the belt, there is more tendency 
to slip, owing to the absence of grease on the surface, 
and also to the fact that the grain is hard; and in the 
case of small diameters of pulleys, the belt face is 
wrinkled. Thus it is less in a condition to be brought 
into intimate contact, under pressure, with the pulley 
face. over its whole contact surface, than is the softer 
flesh side. ""The stearine on the surface of the flesh 
side and the softness of its face operate to exclude 
air from between the two surfaces, thus affording the 
benefit bf atmospheric pressure, the strongest element 
in its tractive force, to hold the belt to the pulley face. 
In addition, when the two surfaces of leather and iron 
come together, on one or both of which there is a semi
fluid to interpenetrate into the pores of the two faces 
(provided there is a minimum of this material, or only 
sufficient for this interpenetration), then this material 
becomes an impediment to the slipping of the belt to 
the extent of the cohesion of its particles, to which is 
to be added much of its power of adhesion to, or affin
ity for, the iron and leather. 

This statement, in relation to the action of stearine 
on the flesh SIde of leather, and the running of that 
side to a pulley face, is not given in the sense of an ap
proval of either the OD.e or the other, but to illustrate 
by a familiar fact. Stearine has no legitimate place 
on, or in, leather: also the flesh side should not be run 
to the pulley face, for the reason that the wear from 
contact with the pulley should come on the graiu side, 
as that surface of the belt is much weaker in its tensile 
strength than the flesh side; also, as the grain is hard, 
it is more enduring for the wear of attrition; further, 
if the grain is actually worn off, then the belt may not 
suffer, in its integrity, from a ready tendency of the 
hard grain side to crack. 

The most intimate contact of a belt with a pulley 
comes first, in the smoothness of a pulley face, in
cluding freedom from ridges and hollows left by turn
ing tools. Second : in the smoothness of the �urface 
and evenness in the texture, or body, of a belt;. Third: 
in having the crown of the driving and receiving pul
leys exactly alike; as nearly so as is practicable, in a 
commercial sense. Fourth: in having the crown of 
pulleys not over 7'Il" for a 2 4" face, that is to say, that 
the pulley is not to be over �4" larger in diameter in its 
center. Fifth: in having the crown other than two 
planes meeting at the center. Sixth: the use of any 
material on, or in, a belt, in addition to those neces
sarily used in the currying process, to keep them pliable 
or increase their tractive quality, should wholly depend 
upon the exigences arising in the use of belts; and the 
use of such material may justly be governed by this 
idea, that it is safer to sin in non-u,se than in oyer-use. 
Seventh: with reference to the laCIng of belts, It seems 
to be a good practice to cut the ends to a concave 
shape by using a former, so that there may be a nearly 
uniform stress on the lacing through the center as 
compared with the edges. For a belt 10" wide, the 
ceuter of each end should recede ro" 

An impediment to the just use of leather belting, in 
minor cases, comes from the fact that many manufac
turers of machinery will adhere to the custom of put
ting too small receiving pulleys on to their machines, 
to indicate to the purchaser that little power is requir
ed to operate them. I have a feeling of pride in hav
ing the acquaintance of an eminently practical man 
who takes off a pulley 6" diameter by 4" face on a 
circular saw arbor and substitutes a pulley 9" diameter 
by 6" face. 

A few words as to hemlock-tanned leather. or leather 
tanned by the use of half hemlock and half oak bark. 
I do not consider them as worthy of much considera
tion, as many makers of that class of belting stock 
have been obliged to abandon its manufacture during 
the past forty years. It is a less costly and less endur
ing product. It goes without saying that a well-made 
"hemlock " belt is better than a poorly made" oak " 
belt, duly considering all the processes involved in the 
making of each. 

I would maintain that a skilled maker of oak-tanned 
belting can meet any and all legitimate requirements, 
whatever they may be. Some uses of a belt demand 
that it shall be much softer than for other purposes; 
some that it shall be elastic; other cases need a very 
rigid or non-elastic belt. For quarter-twist belts, 
owing to the firmness of oak-tanned leather, the belts 
should be specially shaped by the maker for that use, 
both in the length of the belt and at the ends. 

Referring again to the subject of oils on leather: 
mineral oils always act to negative oxidation of the 

.. A paper read before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 
Erie, 1869, 

oils in the currying process; hence they are detri- the greatest importance is that the error may be pro
mental for that use. If added after the currying pro- duced without ever being detected by the officers of 
cess is completed, then they tend to undo the currying the ship. On board ship the errors of the compass are 
by softening the oxidized oils. usually determined during the day-in the morning 

A question not to be ignored relates to the action of and afternoon-but the electric light is only used at 
air and other influences in keeping belts from full con- night. The captain may, therefore, carefully deter
tact with the top side of a receiving pulley, when belts mine his errors every day, and set hIS course quite cor
are run at very high speeds; this is caused by the rectly; but at night, when the electric light is turned 
massing of air at this point; by excessive crown in on, the ship may be going several degrees off her 
pulleys, giving much convexity to the belt, to hold air proper course, although she is being correctly steered 
on or in its concave side; by the rigid character of by the compass. In connection with the lighting of 
many belts; and by centrifugal force. . ships with electricity, there is another point which 

Much leather belting is made which, when finished, should also be attended to-that is, the position of the 
has a very rigid character. It has gone into the hands dynamo. If it is placed near an iron bulkhead, the 
of users in that condition for these reasons: First, be- upper end of which is near the compass, the bulkhead 
cause a desire has grown with some users to have belts may become magnetized by induction so powerfully 
extremely rigid against stretching-apparently forget- that it will produce a considerable error on the com
ting that such rigidity insures that a belt shall have a pass." 
comparatively short life. Second, to make a belt very The subject was also referred to in Mr. Bottomley's 
supple and very uniform, in its body, and over its paper on .. The Magnetism of Ships and the Mariner's 
whole surface, necessitates expensive methods in curry- Compass," read before the Society of Arts, January 
ing. The continual demand for lower and lower 28,  1886, and published in the Joul'nal of the Society 
prices has induced the leaving out of that amount of for February 5, 1886. In the discussion which followed 
careful hand labor which always gives suppleness to and in which Captain Creak, of the Admiralty compass 
Leather, if otherwise well qualified; and in place of it department, Mr. Alexander Siememl, and Dr. Hopkin· 
has come a "machine" surface finish, which. to the son t.ook part, it appeared that in three ships. lighted 
eye, passes for the genuine article. This suppleness- on the single wire system with direct currents, small 
sometimes called mellowness-gives to leather due but not unimportant errors in the compass, due to the 
pliability, and such belts run satisfactorily at high lighting currents, had been actually observed. Since 
speeds. that time several cases have been reported to me of 

While the •• suppleness" of belt leather has been large passenger ships, lighted with direct currents on 
denominated "mellowness," it should be stated that the one-wire system, in which as much as 4° or 5° ?f 
there is a resistance to flexion, in the best leather, due error on the compass has been produced by the electrIC 
tocits components of fibers. interlaced in all directions, 'lighting. III the latest of these cases, a few weeks ago, 
and a body of flexible gum, which, while it readily an error of 4° on the nor�h course was found when the 
bends yet it as readily returns to its initial shape; light was put on. The hght was put on and off several 
but the best is fully appreciated only through experi- times with the ship's head north, and every time the 
ence. 8ame errol' was produced. 

Rigid belts are sometimes made pliable by saturation The precautions for security which I have to suggest 
with" belt oil," but the inevitable result, in time, is a are: 
disorganized belt; slipping will come; and the add i- (1) The UEe of the two-wire method exclusively (un
tion of more oil only results in its acting as a lubricant, less, which is now rarely the case, alternate currents 
by piling up on the surface. are used). , There is some doubt in my mind as to the desirabil- (2) A differential galvanometer on the .two maInS for 
ity of perforating belts, or the drilling of pulley faces, I the lighting current to show apprOXImate enough 
to overcome the difficulty mentioned, so far as it comes equality of the ou.tgoing and incoming current. A 
from the air, which is not so much a real difficulty rough and cheap Instrument (on the old telegraph 
when properly made belts are used as it is with rigid "detector" plan) would, I believe, suffice, and would 
belts be valuable for the electric lighting system (indepen-

Fr�e oils added to curried leather give" momentary" 
I 

dently of the compass question) to give timely warning 
added strength by filling all the pores to distention, of any fault;> or accidental conta�ts or failu�es of ins!l' 
thus locking fibers to place; and by softening the lation suffiCIent to cause any con�Iderable dlfferenc� m 
fibers and' allowing a strain-for instance at lace holes the strength of the currents carrIed by the two mams. 
-to be distributed over very many fibers: (3) Care that there i,s not magnet�c "leakage" from 

As friction is due-largely-to the unevenness of two the dynamo (as practICal men, gUIded by Faraday's 
surfaces in contact under motion, and as the best tract- ideas, theory, and language, have now taught the 
ive quality of belts comes from the evenness and scientific world to call it) enough to produce any com
smoothness of the two surfaces of belt and pulley face, pass disturbance of practical moment. Captain Creak. 
it easily foHows, from what I have said, that the. value speaki!lg a� the be�inning of 1886, in �he Soci�ty of 
of the tractive force of a belt on a pulley face IS due, Arts dISCUSSIOn preVIOusly referred to, saId that In one 
first to atmospheric pressure; second, to the tractive ship the direct compass disturbance produced by the 
adh�sion of the leather fibers and the oxidized oil of generating machine was" felt through a distance of 
the currying process.* 55 ft. ," and across iron bulkheads, and that it was 

ON THE SECURITY AGAINST DISTURBANCE 
OF SHIPS' CO MPASSES BY ELECTRIC 
LIGHTING APPLIANCES. t 

By Sir W. THOMSON. 

* For a f uller understanding of all matt.ers connect.ed with leather 
belts I refer you to an article written by me, entitled" Leather: Reasons 
why Uncurried Leather has Little Strength, and the Cause of the Great 
Strength of C urried LeRther," published in P<rwf'!l'-Steam in July, 1887. 
Also to a paper read at Boston, in October, 1888, before the N. E. Cott.<>n 
Manufact.urers' AssoCiation-" Leat.her Belts: How to Determine the 
Relative Value of Different Makes." 

t Paper read before the Ins�itntion of Electrical Engineers, �l:ay 23, 1889, by Sir W. Thomson, preSIdent. 
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perceptible also in other ships of the royal uavy elec
trically lighted 011 the two-wire system. My impression 
is that the improved dynamos now made have much 
less of magnetic leakage than those made prior to 1886, 
but we still want information as to their disturbing 
magnetic effect at such distances as have to be con
sidered in connection with the compass question. 

( 4) To ascertain that there is no perceptible compass 
disturbance, or if there is any to test its amount, the 
compass should be observed while the current through 
the dynamo is started and stopped, either by starting 
and stopping the dynamo itself, or by making and 
breaking the circuit of the field magnets. This should 
always be done before the electric light installation is 
taken over from the contractors. It is best and most 
easily done when the ship is in dock, or lying steadily 
at anchor. On no ac·count oua-ht it to be delayed in a 
new ship till she goes out for compass adjustment. A 
determination of the amonnts of the disturbance, if 
any, for all courses of the ship can be made by aid of 
my deflector without moving the ship. But a sufficient 
practical test may be made by first observing the effect 
of starting and stopping the current on the compass as 
it stands; then adjusting a sma.ll magnet placed on 
or supported a little above the glass of the bowl, to 
deflect the compass about 45° first on one side and then 
on the other side of its undisturbed position, and in 
each case observing the effect of starting and stopping 
the electric current. This effect ought not to be as 
much as 2° in any of the three cases. 

(5) A small electric lamp may safely (and with very 
great· advantage in most cases of electrically lighted 
ships) be used to light the compass. The effect, if any 
is perceptible, of its current on the comQass ought to 
be tested in the manner described in No. 4. Those 
who know the trouble of keeping the best of ordinary 
compass lamps alight, for the steering compass on the 
bridge of some of our cross-channel steamers in a win
ter gale, will appreciate this advantage. 

In opening the discussion, Captain Creak said he 
was glad Sir William reeommended the two-wire sys
tem, for that in itself was a great safeguard against 
disturbance. So far as his own experience showed, 
the most trouble arose from magnetic leakage, due to 
the employment of machines having a considerable 
external field, especially if the machines be so placed 
that this field was directed toward the compass. In 
one case (H. M. S. Northampton), where three such 
machines were used, an error of 11° was produced when 
all the machines were running, and three correction 
tables were necessary. 

Mr. Alex. Jiemens, as an advocate of the single wire 
system, thought it Quite unnecessary to use two wires, 
for in all his experience, extending over many ships 
fitted on the single wire system, only one instance had 
occurred in which complaint was made, and in this 
case the wirin� was done before the position of the 
compass had oeen decided upon. His firm make in
quiries on all vessels fitted by them every time they 
come into port, in order to ascertain whether any in
convenience arises from the electric lighiing apparatus, 
but with the exception above quoted nt> complaint had 
been made. Referring to Mr. Bottomley's letter men
tioned in the paper, Mr. Siemens said the screening 
effects of the decks had been entirely neglected in the 
call1ulations there given. A second case of disturbance 
had come under his notice when he was asked to in-
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spect a ship fitted by another firm, and the maximum 
deflections produced were Yz0 and 1Yz° on the standard 
and steering compasses respectively. As regards the 
position of dynamos, he had found no appreciable 
effect at distances greater than 50 ft. 

Professor G. Forbes, speaking of H. M. S. N orthamp
ton, said that the dynamos referred to by Captain 
Creak were placed in an iron room, and still the dis
turbance produced was very serious. From an exami
nation of machines of the type there employed, he 
found that the leakage mainly came from the parts 
of the yokes near their junction with the cores, but he 
had reason to believe that in the more modern ma
chines the leakage had been considerably reduced. 

Professor Jamieson mentioned the case of the ss. 
Bombay, in which the steering compass was disturbed 
9°. The fault was traced to a wire about 4 ft. from 
the compass, and remedied by running a return wire 
close to it. 

Mr. Raworth, in corroborating Mr. Siemens with re
gard to the great convenience of the single wire sys
tem, gave additional details respecting the second case 
of disturbance mentioned by Mr. Siemens. The com
pass was influenced by either of two conveying wires 
running along lower passages, according as the needle 
was parallel to one or to the other. On examining the 
decks, the iron was found cut away between the wires 
and the needle, and the defect was remedied by inclos
ing the wires in 3 in. iron pipes. 

Major Cardew described his eXfJerience in lighting 
binnacles electrically, as suggested by Sir W. Thomson 
in his note, and although he carefully twisted the lead
ing wires together, the current through the filament 
seriously affected the compass readings. 

Sir W. Thomson, in reply, said that caution was 
necessary in arranging lamps for lighting compasses, 
and in answer to Professor Forbes expressed the opin
ion that alternate currents, if used in such lamps, 
would not' demagnetize the needles. Referring to the 
screening effect of decks, he pointed out that Captain 
Creak's observations proved them to be of little use in 
neutralizing the external field of dynamos. To be 
efficient for such a purpose, the iron room in which 
the dynamo was placed would have to be made with 
very thick wallO!. The decks may, however, considera
bly reduce the actions of currents on the compasses, 
especially where the circuits are completed between 
two decks; but when the wires pass from one deck to 
another, the screening effect is much reduced. Al
though the conductors in the sing.le wire system may 
be placed so as not to affect either one of the two com
passes generally used, yet it is very difficult to arrange 
that neither is disturbed, and as any disagreement 
between the two (especially as the difference may vary 
with the position of the shi p) further complicates the 
navigation, Sir William felt sure it would be far the 
best plan to adopt the two-wire system in all cases. 

WIND MILL FOR PRODUCING ELECTRIC LIGHT 
AT CAPE DE LA HEVE. 

THE great principle enunciated by Lavoisier a cen
tury ago, that" nothing is lost and nothing created in 
nature," is true in electricity as elsewhere. Everything 
becomes merely transformed. 

The idea of utilidng the natural forces for actuat
ing dynamo-electric machines capable of prod ucing 
electric light or mechanical force, or of storing :Ip 
electric energy in accumulators, is, on another hand, 
too seductive to be new. 

The wind, the movement of the ti(les, and waterfalls 
have successively attracted the attention of inventors, 
and experiments in this direction have even been tried 
in certain parts of England, Switzerland, and the 
United States. 

It is to the imperfection of hydraulic receivers of 
large size that we think must be attributed the non
utilization of large waterfalls, of strong currents, and 
of important tides, up to the present at least. As for 
the wind, its irregularity has doubtless, up to the ex
periments that we are to speak of, caused innovation 
in the way of its industrial utilization to hesitate. The 
utilization of the force of the wind dates back to the 
middle ages. 'fhe first windmills. employed for rais
ing water or grinding grain. made their appearance be
fore the twelfth century. For drainage work, we find 
them in Egypt and Holland at epochs nearer our own. 
In agricultural exploitations and on railroads, they 
are found by hundreds in the UniteL! States. 

'fhe idea of charging electric accumulators by wind 
has been current for a long time in the scientific pub
lic domain. It was in July, 1886, that a wealthy land
owner of the Cotes du-Nord, Mr. Charles de Goyon, 
Duc de Feltre, was led to take up thi:,: question, which 
had much interested him. The duke's idea was to set 
up a self-directing wind motor that should actuate an 
electric apparatus for the production of a force that 
should be stored in accumulators, and to put this force 
at the disposal or small landowners and cultivators at 
a certain price. The idea was a good one, but was n.ot 
very practical. 

Electric accumulators are, as yet, heavy apparatus, 
of inconvenient carriage, and, on another hand, very 
delicate. However, the idea of the possibility of charg
ing accumulators by the initial force of the wind re
mained entire. The object of operation was to change, 
that was all, for the duke thought almost immediately 
of the lighting of lighthouses by this method. 

Engineer Beaumanoir, having had his attention di· 
rected to the subject, conceived the project of trying 
some experiments in this direction at the Havre exhi
bition. The proposition made by him to Mr. Bour
delles, superintendent of the lighthouse service, was 
favorably received, and early in 1887 he was author
ized by the minister of public works to set up appar
atus at Cape de 111. Heve for the purpose of lighting 
the northern lighthouse of that promontory. 

The wind motor to be adopted had to be automatic 
and able to withstand tempests, and t.o develop a great 
power when required, and yet be capable of moving 
under light breezes. 

The American mills seemed capable of realizing this 
programme, and, after an examination of several makes 
of these, it was decided to select Haladay's for the ex
periment. 

The Haladay mill set up at Cape de la Heve is the 
size No. 12. The various views of the apparatus here 
given make it unnecessary to enter into details con
cerning it. The mill is mounted upon a solid and 

elegant wooden frame established upon a masonry 
foundation. The advantages that this motor possesses 
over others of its class reside in the facility with which 
it directs itself through a play of wheels interposed be
tween the fixed and revolving disks and in a centrifu
gal force regulating system. The mill in question came 
directly from the United States. It gives motioIt 
through the intermedium of a vertical shaft and two 
pair of bevel wheels to a horizontal shaft placed at a 
proper height above ground. Upon this horizontal 
shaft are mounted the pulleys which, through beUs, 
actuate the dynamos, the number and peculiarities of 
which will be given further along. The terminals of 
the dynamos are connected by a circuit with a series of 
accumulators in which is stored up the energy of the 
current produced by these machines. The question of 
the selection of appropriate dynamos was no less deli
cate than that of the selection of a motor. After a 
thorough consideration of the subject, the apparatus 
selected was the Brush dynamo of t.he type styled 
" Victoria." 

The two Victoria dynamos furnished by the manu
facturers are slow-running ones and thus do not necessi
tate too large a number of transmissions between their 
pulleys and the main shaft of the installation. Both of 
them, with variable velocities, furnish a current of 
which the difference of potential, measured at the 
terminals, is (when once the magnetic field is formed) 
constant and of 75 volts. The mechanical rendering is 
from 1 to 4 horses for the smaller and from 4 to ] 6 for 
the larger. The operatiou of these dynamos, then, is 
analogous to that of the lift pump connected with the 
mill, and this is the most judicious utilization of the 
variab'le power of the wind. The pump, in fact, lifts 
the water always to the same height (constant differ
ence of potential); but it lifts a volume which varies 
with the mill's velocity, that is to say, with the varia
ble motive power furnished by the wind (variable 
intensity). In theory, one dynamo of constant electro
motive force producing a current for an intensity 
proportional to the motive power collected by the 
mill, would have sufficed. In practice, it would have 
happened that such a machine would not only have 
been too costly, hut also imperfect as regards perform
ance, that is to say, as regards the ratio between the 
electric energy produced and the mechanical work 
that would be furnished to it. It was for this reason 
that two dynamos were adopted for the experiment. 
The smaller has a constant electro-motive force of 75 
volts, with velocities of the ring varying fr�)[n 100 to 
260 revolutions per minute, and a constant intensity of 
8 amperes at 100 revolutions and 40 at 260 revolutions. 
The larger has a constant electro-motive force of 75 
volts, with velocities of the ring varying from 250 to 
650 revolutions, and an intensity varying from 40 to 
160 amperes. The two machines work alternately, ac
cording to the motive power furnished by the mill. 

As regards the charging of the accumulators, it is 
not, necessary that the stored-up electricity shall be 
able at any moment to return to either of the dynamos. 

Therefore, between each dynamo and the series of 
accumulators under charge, there is established an 
interrupter or circuit cutter which isolates the accumu
lators from the dynamo when, for any cause, the elec
tro-motive power of the machine falls below its normal 
value. This interrupter automatically re-establishes 
the communication between the dynamo and the ac
cumulators as soon as the electro-Illotive power of the 
machine returns to its normal value. 

As each dynamo is provided with a special regulator 
which keeps the electro-motive power constant, and 
regulates the intensity of the current according to the 
velocity, the intensity corresponding to a given veloc
ity is thus connected with the electro-motive force; 
so that if, for example, we take the figures indicated 
above, the interrupter of the slllall dynamo will cut 
the circuit when the intensity of the current descends 
below 8 amperes, while that of the large one will cut 
the circuit when the intensity descends below 40 am
peres. 

The automatic engaging and disengaging regulator 
of the two dynamos is represented in Figs. 4 and 5. A 
is a pulley keyeL! to a horizontal shaft, B, and set in 
motion, always In the same direction, by a belt coming 
from a pulley, C, keyed upon the main shaft. F is a 
double coupling box which can slide on the shaft, B, 
which latter carries it along through a fixed key ad
justed upon the shaft and a slot formed in the box. 
At the center the box is provided with a groove in 
which engage the two branches of a fork that forms 
part of a horizontal lever that oscillates around the 
point, G. The other arm of the lever is connected (1) 
with a spiral spring, H, whose tension can be regulated 
at will, and (2) with the cylinder, I, of a piston solenoid 
into which passes a derivation from the current issuing 
from each of the dynamos. When the main current 
reaches the maximum number of amperes fixed for the 
small dynamo, the solenoid acts upon the lever, which 
then takes the position shown in the figure and shoves 
the clutch, F, to the left. When the main current de
scends below such maximum, the spring acts upon the 
lever and pushes the clutch, F, to the right. 

Upon the horizontal shaft, B, are mounted two loose 
pinions, J and K, the centers of each of which form 
half of a coupling box. If the solenoid acts upon the 
box, F, the latter gears with the pinion, J, and re
volves the toothed wheel, L, in the direction shown by 
the arrow, f. If, on the contrary, the spring acts upon 
the clutch, F, the latter gears with the pinion, K, 
which revolves the wheel in the direction shown by 
the arrow, I'. 

The toothed wheel, h, is keyed upon a horizontal 
shaft which, at its other extremity, carries half of a 
coupling clutch, M, the other half, N, of which is 
mounted upon a horizontal shaft, 0, which is free in 
the interior of the half-clutch, M. The half. N, is 
pushed against the other by a spiral spring, P, the 
tension of which is regulated by means of a ring, Q, 
provided with a pressure screw. When the two halves, 
M and N, have entered one another, the shaft, 0, par

ticipates in the revolution of the wheel, L, either in 
the direction shown by the arrow, I, or in that shown 
by /'. 

At the extremity opposite the half-clutch, M, the 
shaft, 0, carries two slotted arms, R and S, diame· 
trically opposite each other. In R is mounted a slide 
to which is jointed a coupling rod, T, connected with 
a fork, U, that runs upon guides and embraces the 
belt that commands the large dynamo, E. The arm, 
S, is arranged iu the same manner, and the fork, V, on 
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the side with it embraces the belt of the small dy
namo, D. 

W is the fixed pulley of the dynamo, E, and X is its 
loose pulley. Y is the fixed pulley of the dynamo, D, 
and Z is its loose one. The arms, R and S, are there
fore so arranged that the dynamo, E, is in gear while 
the other is out of gear, and vice versa. 

The figure shows the cam throngh which the solen
oid acts upon the clutch, F, and represents the dynamo 
in gear, that is in motion, and the dynamo, D, thrown 
out of gear. 

The travel of the forks, U and V, is fixed by the posi
tions of the �lides in the arms, Rand S. Their motion 
in each direction is limited by two rings, a and b, 
mounten upon one of the guides of one of the forks, 
and provided with pressure screws. In the figure, it is 
the fork, IT, that is abutting now against a and now 
against b. As the shaft, B, is constantly revolving, 
and the wheel, L, is always commanded by one of the 
pinions, J and K, t.here would be danger of one of the 
parts of the regulator getting broken, or of a sliding 
of the belt upon the pulley, A, when the forks, U and V, 
are at the end of their travel. Such danger is avoided 
by giving the teeth of the two half-clutches, M and N, 
an inclination such that, under the effect of an abnor
mal resistance due to the abutting of the fork, U, 
against one or the other of its stops, the half-clutch, N, 
slides upon the shaft, 0, com presses the spring, P, and 
thus escapes the action of M, which continues to re
volve in front of N, without causing the shaft to re
volve. 

All the materiel here described is now mounted, 
registering apparatus have been added . and the ex
periments that are being made augur well for the com
plete success of the installment.-Abstract from An
nales Industrielles. 

ON THE INFLUENCE OF GAS AND WATER 
PIPES IN DETERMINING THE DlR ECTION 
OF A DISCHARGE OF LIGHTNING.* 

By HENRY WILDE. 
ALTHOUGH the invention of the lightning conductor 

is one of the noblest applications of science to the wants 
of man, and its utility has been established in all parts 
of the wQrld by the experience of more than a century, 
yet a sufficient number of instances are recorded of 
damage done by lightning to buildings armed with 
conductors to produce in the minds of some an im pres
sion that the protective influence of lightning conduct
ors is of but questionable value. 

The destruction by fire of the beautiful church at 
Crum psall, near Manchester, during a thunderstorm 
on the morning of the 4th of June, has induced me to 
bring before the society, with a view to their being 
known as widely as possible, some facts connected 
with the electric discharge which have guided me for 
some years in the recommendation of means by which 
disasters of this kind may be averted. 

For the proper consideration of this subject, it is ne
cessary to make a distinction between the mechanical 
damage which is the direct effect of the lightning 
stroke and the dalllage causen indirectly by the firing 
of inflammable materials which happen to be in the 
line of discharge. 

Instances of mechanical injury to buildings not pro
vided with conductors are still sufficiently numerous to 
illustrate the terrific force of the lightning stroke and 
at the same time the ignorance and indifference which 
prevail in some quarters with respect to the means of 
a vertin g such disasters; for wherever lofty buildi ngs are 
furnished with conductors from the summit to the 
base and thence into the earth, damage of the me
chanical kind is now happily unknown. 

Even in those cases where lightning conductors have 
not extended continuously through the whole height of 
a building, or where the lower extremity of the con
ductor has, from any cause, terminated abruptly at 
the base of the building, the severitv of the stroke has 
been greatly mitigated, the damage being limited in 
many cases to the loosening of a few stones or bricks. 

The ever-extending introduction of gas and water 
pipes into the interior of buildings armed with light
ning conductors has, however, greatly altered, the 
character of the protection which they formerly afford
ed; and the conviction has been long forced upon me 
that, while buildings so armed are effectually protected 
from injury of the mechanical kind, they are more sub
ject to damage by fire. 

The proximity of lightning conductors to gas and 
water mains, as an element of danger, has not yet, so 
far as I know, engaged the attention of electricians: 
and it was first brought under my notice at Oldham 
in 1861, by witnessing the effects of a lightning dis
charge from the end of a length of iron wire rope, 
which had been fixed near to the top of a tall factory 
chimney, for the purpose of supporting a long length 
of telegraph wire. The chimney was provided with a 
copper lightning conductor terminating in the ground 
in the usual manner. 

In close proximity to the conductor, and parallel 
with it, the wire rope descended, from near the top of 
the chimney, for a dist,ance of 100 feet, and was finally 
secured to an iron bolt inserted in the chimney about 
ten feet from the ground. During a thunderstorm 
which occurred soon after the telegraph wire was fixed, 
the lightning descended the wire rope, and, instead of 
discharging itself upon the neighboring lightning con
ductor, darted through the air for a distance of sixteen 
feet to a gas meter in the cellar of an adjoining cotton 
warehouse, where it fused the lead pipe connections 
and ignited the gas. That the discharge had really 
passed between the end of the wire rope and the lead 
pipe connections was abundantly evident from the 
marks made on the chimney by the fusion and volatil
ization at the end of the wire rope and by the fusion 
of the lead pipe. As the accident occurred in the day
time, the fire was soon detected and promptly extin
guished. 

Another and equally instructive instance of the in
ductive influence of gas pipes in determining the direc
tion of the lightning discharge occurred in the summer 
of 1861l at St. Paul's Church, Kersal Moor, during 
divine service. To the outside of the spire and tower 
of this church a copper lightning conductor was fixed, 
the lower extremity of which was extended under the 

* From the Proceeding' 0 f the Literary and Philosophical Society of 
Manchester, January 9, 1872. 
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